
 
16th July, 2024                                                                                                             
 
To, 
National Stock Exchange of India Limited  
Listing Compliance Department,  
Exchange Plaza, 5th Floor,  
Plot No. C/1, Block - G,  
Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (E),  
Mumbai – 400051 
 
 Company Symbol: SYSTANGO; ISIN: INE0O7R01011 
 
Sub: Google Cloud Specialization in Infrastructure- Services 
 
Regulation: Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements), Regulations, 2015.  
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Systango proudly announces its certification in Google Cloud's Infrastructure - Services, marking a significant 
milestone in our commitment to delivering innovative cloud solutions to our clients. 
 
We specialize in providing tailored software solutions and strategic collaboration to empower businesses of all 
sizes in their digital transformations. Leveraging Google Cloud Services, we offer: 
 
· Expert Guidance: Our Google-certified professionals offer in-depth consultations and implementation 
expertise to help our clients select and integrate the right Google Cloud solutions for their specific needs. 
 
· Custom Software Development: We specialize in building scalable and secure custom software solutions 
that seamlessly integrate with the client’s existing infrastructure and Google Cloud environment. 
 
· Ongoing Support: Beyond implementation, we are committed to our client’s success, providing ongoing 
support and optimization to ensure that their Google Cloud solutions continue to deliver maximum value. 
 
With Systango and Google Cloud, you gain: 
a) Custom Software: Tailored solutions designed to meet your unique business needs. 
b) Cutting-edge Technology: Access to advanced technologies such as AI and blockchain to drive innovation. 
c) Secure and Scalable Platform: Benefit from a robust, secure, and scalable platform that evolves with your 
business. 
d) Expert Team: A dedicated team of experts committed to guiding you through every stage of your digital 
transformation journey. 
 
Systango’s certification in Google Cloud's Infrastructure - Services validates our expertise in designing, 
deploying, and managing sophisticated infrastructure solutions on Google Cloud Platform (GCP). This 
certification highlights our capability to optimize performance, enhance security, and drive operational 
efficiency for our clients. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Additionally, our solutions, namely Ylabs IDP and Ylabs Generative BI, are currently deployed and operational 
on the Google Cloud platform and can be accessed on below Google Cloud Marketplace weblinks: 
 
1)https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/product/systango-public/ylabs-idp 
2) https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/product/systango-public/ylabs-genbi 
 
 
This is for your information and records. 
 
 
Thanking you, 
 
 
For and on behalf of Systango Technologies Limited 
 
 
 
 
Apurva Mishra 
Company Secretary and Compliance Officer 
M. No.: A54099   
Place: Indore 
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